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Prospects for weak lensing studies with new radio telescopes



Talk outline

• Weak gravitational lensing & intrinsic galaxy alignments.

• Prospects for lensing in the radio band with forthcoming surveys.

• Using radio polarization to remove intrinsic alignments.  

• SuperCLASS - the SuperCLuster Assisted Shear Survey.

• Summary.



How to measure weak lensing:

• If the shapes of galaxies are truly   
random, galaxy ellipticity is an unbiased 
estimator for the lensing shear ⇒ measure
shear be averaging over galaxy ellipticities.
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Intrinsic alignments:
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Crittenden et al. (2000), Catelan et al. (2001), Heavens et 
al. (2000), Croft & Metzler (2000), Hirata & Seljak (2004) 



Mitigating intrinsic alignments
• In general, observed ellipticity correlations will be 
“contaminated” by intrinsic and intrinsic-lensing cross-terms:

• Two existing approaches to removing contamination:

• Nulling: downweight galaxy pairs which are physically close and/or use 
known redshift dependence of lensing and intrinsic signals to distinguish 
between them.

• Modelling: marginalize over parametrized models of intrinsic alignment 
signal when doing cosmology.  

King & Schneider (2002),  Heymans & Heavens (2003), 
Takada & White (2004), Joachimi & Schneider (2008, 2009) 

King & Schneider (2003),  King (2005), 
Bridle & King (2007) 



Polarization as an estimate of the intrinsic position angle

• Lensing is just a re-mapping of Stokes parameters from 
source → image plane. Orientation of polarized emission 
unaffected by lensing. Kronberg et al (1991); Dyer & Shaver (1992); Faraoni (1993); 

Surpi & Harari (1999); Sereno (2005) 

shear

• Pixel shapes are distorted and shifted but the polarization 
position angle is unaffected:



Polarization as an estimate of the intrinsic position angle

• Origin of polarization is large-scale magnetic field of galaxy - 
on average, will be aligned with galaxy’s intrinsic structure. 

• What we’re interested in is the integrated polarization - 
averaging over galaxy should reduce noise further.

Berkhuijsen, Beck & Hoernes (2003)
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Shear estimation with intrinsic position angle estimates

• Effect of lensing is simply                     or in component form:

• With estimates of intrinsic position angles (α   ) can solve for 
lensing shear in a pixel regardless of intrinsic correlations. 
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New shear estimator:

Brown & Battye (2011) MNRAS, 410, 2057



Investigated impact on cosmology through simulations
• Simulated a lensing survey with future radio telescope (approximating 
the Square Kilometer Array).

• For sake of simulations, have assumed we can measure polarization 
for 10% of galaxies in sample and the scatter in the polarization 
direction - intrinsic orientation relation is α   = 5 degrees. 

• Realistic redshift distribution, ΛCDM cosmic shear signal and 
intrinsic alignment signal based on linear alignment model with 
amplitude matched to SuperCOSMOS data.

• Attempt to reconstruct lensing  
power spectra in three overlapping 
redshift bins. 

rms



Intrinsic alignment bias in recovered power spectra

New estimator

Standard lensing 
estimator

Brown & Battye (2011) MNRAS, 410, 2057



Mitigating biases in cosmological parameter estimates

Standard analysis 
biased by intrinsic 
alignment 
contamination 

Contamination 
removed using new 
technique with no 
degradation in 
constraining power

x = input model Brown & Battye (2011) MNRAS, 410, 2057



Advantages of future radio surveys for weak lensing

• Precisely determined beam reconstruction (as opposed to complicated 
telescope point-spread functions in optical).

• Large surveys (e.g. 20,000 sq. degs with SKA).

• High resolution - as good as space-based optical surveys.

• With SKA, will get 
precise redshifts 
from H1 detections.

• While waiting for 
SKA, there is LOFAR, 
MeerKAT, ASKAP & 
e-MERLIN.



The SuperCLASS survey

• Awarded ~800 hrs on e-MERLIN to perform a next-generation radio 
weak lensing survey and to demonstrate new polarization technique.   

• Aim to achieve a flux rms of 4 μJy/beam over 1.75 sq. degs.

• Observe a supercluster region 
to increase signal-to-noise.

• 0.4 arcsec resolution, 1-4 gals / sq. arcmin depending on cuts.
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Choice of target field

• Five (fairly weak) Abell clusters in a 1.77 sq. degree region - one of the 
most complex fields this size in the northern sky.  



Simulated performance

• Simulated mass maps based on numerical simulations & MERLIN noise levels.  

Input signal

Smoothed input signal

Standard analysis e-
MERLIN

Polarization analysis e-
MERLIN

Standard analysis 
SKA

Polarization analysis 
SKA

(Brown and Battye, 2011, ApJL, 735, 23)

• e-MERLIN reconstructions assume N = 1.5 arcmin  and α    = 7 degs.  -2
rms



Summary
• Weak lensing potentially the most powerful tool for investigating dark 
matter, dark energy and their evolution over cosmic time. 

• Intrinsic galaxy alignments are a serious astrophysical systematic for 
future lensing surveys. Existing techniques for mitigating these are either 
lossy or are dependent on details of highly uncertain models. 

• Developed a new technique using polarization orientation as a proxy for 
intrinsic orientation. Potentially extremely powerful for reducing shot noise 
and mitigating effects of intrinsic alignments in future radio lensing surveys. 

• e-MERLIN now up and running. First legacy survey observations (including 
SuperCLASS) in 2012. 

• Definitive radio lensing surveys with the advent of the SKA (2018 - 2024).  



Weak gravitational lensing

Lensing on cosmological 
scales (“cosmic shear”) 
provides information on 
growth of structure and 
the expansion history of 
the Universe. 

Distances
Power spectrum, 
growth rate of 
structure

Both depend on the dark matter and dark energy content in the Universe

Lensing convergence (surface mass density)



Integrated polarization of local radio galaxies 

Data from Stil et al. (2009)

Alignment of polarization 
orientation with intrinsic 
position angle

All galaxies

Pol. fraction > 3% only

Distribution of 
polarization fraction:



Radio weak lensing searches to date

• Chang, Refregier & Helfand (2004) detected a cosmic shear signal in the 
VLA FIRST survey:

• 5 arcsec resolution.

• S   (5σ) = 1 mJy.

• ~20 sources / square degree over 10,000 sq.  degrees.

• 3σ E-mode detection, B-modes ~ 0.

lim

• Patel et al. (2010) performed weak lensing analysis of combined deep 
VLA + MERLIN observations of HDF-North:

• 0.4 arcsec resolution.

• S   (5σ) ~ 50 μJy.

• ~1 - 4 sources / square arcmin depending on cuts applied.

• Only ~70 sq. arcmins survey area so no detection possible.

lim

• To move field forward, ideally we’d like to combine large areas, high 
angular resolution and high sensitivity....


